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In the Supreme Lourt of the 
State of Utah 
LAl'RENCE VAUSE, 
vs. 
Plaintiff,! 
INDUSTRIAL CO~ION OF trrAH. \ CASE 
OLSEN WELDING AND MACHINE SHOP,) NO. ltl'JI 
and the STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Defendants. 
BRIEF OF PLAINnFF 
STATEMENT OF KIND OF OAS& 
This was a claim of an occupatimal disease under tbe 
Ind~ Act filed by the pla.i.ntift beftin. with the In-
dustrial Conuni$ion of Utah. 1be claim al the plaintiff la 
that at an occupational disease known as siJicmls under 
35--2-27 (27) U.C.A., 1953, or other OOOJp&.tional d' e a 
as provided for in 35-2-27 (28) U.C.A., 1953. 
DISPOSmON IN INDUSTRIAL OOMllJ88ION 
The Industrial Commission a&k>pt.ed a medk:al panel 
n!pOl1: wtiich round. after exama.tim o1 the P'**"· 
2 
that _the plaintiff was 100'; disabled from art.en~ 
arteno hypertension, sclerotic and hypertensive heart ~ 
ease, angina pectoris. chronic bronchitis and lung fib~. 
and pulmonary emphysema. The Medical Panel reports 
stated that the disability was combined non-industriai 
causes. The Industrial Conurussion in its order and find. 
ings ruled that the disabilities of the plaintiff were rni-
occupatia1a..l diseases. The Industrial Commissioo further 
1uled that plaintiff's claim was barred by the statute ct 
limitations, 35-2-48, U.C.A., 1953. The Industrial Can. 
mission failed to make a finding as to the date ot the~ 
ability of the plaintiff. 
REI.IEF SOUGHT IN SUPREME OOURT 
The plaintiff seeks a review of the decisioo and m:ter 
of. the Industrial Conunission of the State of Utah 8lld 
petitions the Supreme Court, that upon a review of the 
records and the merits of this case to make an Order 
granting plaintiff compensation under the Industrial Act 
under the St.ate of Utah as provided by law, and malcq 
an Order that the plaintiff is entitled to compensatioo \ll-
der the Industrial Act of the State of Utah by virtue ct 
the oocupatiooal diseases suffered by the plaintiff in tbe 
coo.rse of his employment, and to remand the matter tD 
the Industrial Conunission of the State of Utah to ~Y 
with said Order. 
STATEMENT OF FACl'S 
On January the 28th, 1953, the plaintiff was gM!n 1 
mediall examination for employment wi1h the ~
Ccn;t:ruction Qxnpany for work at the Hillfield Air FU'L't 
l 
3 
Ha....:> near Ogden, Utah: said physical examinatioo disclosed 
the Jm1g and heart of Mr. Vause to be in good oonditioo, 
that he could work around dust, fumes, smoke or gases, 
and the only impairment was the potential bilateral hernia 
1 R. ::. 5. 6, 7). Plaintiff ccmmenced working for Olsen 
We.Jclu1g & Machine Shop Company in the capacity at 8 
weldt'r m the month of May, 1953, in which he continued 
t•J March the 2nd, 1963 (R. 3). On August 17, 1961, pjain-
u.ff nSJ ted and made an office call to Douglas C. Barker 
e:-..plaining of a primary problem of progreesive inability to 
breath for over three years (TR. 99). Dr. Barker aiw and 
t>x.amined Mr. Vause many times subsequent to August the 
17th. 1961. The primary problem which was sought to be 
treated was shortness of breath with exertioo while he was 
working around the fumes of his welding occupation (TR. 
1011. Plaintiff continued to work at his empioyment de--
spite his physical condition. It was oot until March 2nd, 
1963. that Dr. Barker examined tbe pJa1ntitt by reuon d 
~chest pains and that there had been no~ 
complaints by the plaintiff to Dr. Barker oonceming Eid 
plaintiff until March 2nd, 1963 (TR. 101). Dr. BarlreT 
was not aware of any heart oonditioo of Mr. V--, b 
plaintiff, until the month m February, 1963 (TR. l<D). 
Plaintiff was hospitali7.ed on February 22, 1963, and apln 
on April 29, 1963 (TR. 104). On April 24, 1963, pleinUff 
filed a statement regarding accident wi1b State hlmnlrJce 
Fund of the State of Utah describing the date d the ac-
cident as of March 2nd, 1963, and deacribing a~ and 
heart condition ( R. 4) . This appl.imtkm to the Sta1e In-
~ce Fund was made upoo advice at state ~ 
that this was the place to file a claim d um t)'pe at ... 
ability. After a prolonged period of not having heard 
from the State Insurance Fund on his application, the plain. 
tiff sent a letter, together with a printed occupational dis-
ease claim of employee which was filed with the lndustria.J 
Commis&on of Utah and dated June 7th, 1963, and re-
ceived by the Industrial Commission of Utah on June 8th 
1963, in which Mr. Vause, the plaintiff, described the~ 
conditions and also the same information that he sulxnitted 
to the State lnsw·ance Fund on April 24. 1963; that said 
letter requested Industrial Conunission to meet with the 
State Insurance Fund on the matter and advise Mr. Val&' 
the status thereof (R. 2, 3). On June 18th. 1963, the Statf 
lnsW'a.nce Fund advised the Industrial Oxnmissioo by }et. 
ter that it was still investigating the case and would nOOty 
the Industrial Commission of its position after it had COOi· 
pleted its investigation (R. 10). On August 21, 196.1, 
Thomas S. Taylor, attorney for the plaintiff, wrote to the 
Industrial Co~ion of the State of Utah reciting that 
the plaintiff, Mr. Vause, had not heard from the State In-
sura..noe F\md until May 31, 1963, at which time Mr. Vauw 
was informed by State Insurance Fund that they did m 
know whether his condition was under a Workmen's Cool· 
pensation Law or under the Occupational Disease Law: 
and during this interim of time, several medical repx1 
statements had been quoted to the State Insuranre Fund 
and requesting an opportunity to be heard before 1he Jn. 
dust.rial Commission (R. 19, 20). On September 12, 1963. 
the Industrial Cornmi$ion wrote to the State ~ 
Fund advising them that the plaintiff, Mr. Vat.me, WOik! 
be examined by its medical panel on October 5, 1963 (R. 
22). On September 12, 1963, Mr. Vause, plaintiff, • 
I 
advised and requested by the Industrial Commi.ssim of Utah 
ru n.•1x>11 to the Wasatch Pathologic Laboratories for a 
~·nt:'S ol laboratory tests and to report on October the 5th, 
i%J. in Salt Lake City for a complete physical examina-
t]l)Jl IJy the Medical Panel (R. 23). On August 5, 1963, 
uw ~kdiu.tl Panel made its report on the plaintiff, which 
reµurt stated that the plaintiff was lOO'ir disabJed but that 
rJa• dL...ability was caused by non-occupational causes and 
that his medical condition was a.rterioscler<88, arterio hy-
;11_•rtenson; sclerotic and hypertensive heart disease; an-
;.,rina pectoris; chronic bronchitis and lung fibrosis, and pul-
monary emphysema. That said disability was fnm oom-
omed industrial causes ( R. 30) . Plaintiff was advised al 
the findings of the medical panel and a copy of the same 
sent to the plaintiff on October 25, 1963 (R. 33). On ~ 
vember 8, 1963, plaintiff through his attorney, timely ~ 
jected to the medical panel findings except that no exCll!I>' 
tion was made to the lOO'i'c disability found by the medi-
cal panel; stating that it was the plaintiffs pasitim Uaat 
tus disability was industrially caused and requesting a for.. 
mal hearing before the Industrial Commissioo (R. 35, 36). 
On June 3, 1964, plaintiff's attorney once again requested 
a hearing before the Industrial Commis'Si<ln, reciting fact.. 
ual infonnation and enclosing a copy of the previous med-
ical report of Mr. Vause, the plaintiff, which &tlOW8 his 
hmg s and heart condition t.o be good at the time that be 
worked for Wheelwright Construction Olmpeny at Hlllftekl 
Air Force Base near Ogden, Ut.ah (R. 43, 44, 45). On Au-
gust 15, 1964, the medical panel sent down another medical 
report reciting the same information as the former medi-
llll panel report ( R. 46) . On Sept.ember 21, 1964, the plain-
6 
tiff. through his attorney, timely filed a second 00~ 
to the medical panel report except that no ob.iectiut "'-' 
made to the 100''r disability found and, once again l'l'qUl!lt. 
ing before the Industrial Corrunission ( R. 49) . A ~ 
was finally granted by the Industrial Commission and was 
heard September the 16th, 1964, in Salt Lake City, Utah 
( R. 53) . At the time of the hearing. Dr. Barker testified 
for and on behalf of the plaintiff and testified that in his 
opinion it was within the realm of reasonable Probability 
that pulmonary emphysema would contribute to or aggra. 
vate the condition diagnosed as angina pectoris (TR. l~). 
Dr. Barker further testified that the environment in which 
the plaintiff, Mr. Vause, was working as a welder in the 
fumes and the dust that existed during his ernploymiu, 
that such a condition and envirorunent would either C8.lB! 
or aggravate~ emphysema (TR. 107, 108). Dr. 
Barker further t.estified that pulmonary emphysema ml 
angina pectoris are both disabling conditions so far as the 
welding trade occupation of the plaintiff is concerned. Dr. 
Barker further testified that there was a relat:iooSlip be-
tween the ~ emphysema and angina pectoris (TR. 
109). Dr. Elmer M. Kilpatrick, ooe of the medical panel 
experts, testified that ooe can not entirely divorce the res-
piration system from the circulatory system beat.use they 
work together as a unit to produce the ~ ingre& 
and ~ of air, diffusioo of gases, circulation of blool. 
diffusion d waste products and gases, and etc (TR. 611. 
Dr. Kilpatrick further testified that it was difficult 1D ng. 
ure rut exe.ct.ly the percentage attributable to eed1 ditg· 
nosis in the case of the plaintiff, Mr. Vause, tilat is .U-
monary emphysema and angina pectoris (TR. 61) · Dr. 
7 
Kilpatrick further testified that its was very likely that 
the plaintiff would not dwell oo the infect:i<Jl'ls he had had, 
wtuch would be infections in the lungs developing ~ 
~· emphysema (TR. 62). Dr. Kilpatrick further st.a.ti!& 
that the things like dust, field dust, ~ dust, cherrucal 
and physical agents. car exhaust fumes, paints, various 
things in a category of inhalents aggravate and cause such 
~>Spiratory conditions; that these chemicals and physical 
1mtants can be an aggravator to the end product on the 
oronchial condition <TR. 64). Dr. Kilpatrick states tt.t 
a disease such as pulmooary emphysema becc:mes ~ 
ting as a matter of degree and depending upon the penm's 
cl\m motivation to work (TR. 75). Dr. Kilpatrick ammts 
that pulmonary emphysema is a disabling disease and can 
be a totally disabling disease (TR. 74). Dr. Kilpatrick ta-
tified that pulmonary emphysema can either be ca1191!d or 
aggravated by inhalation of silicate dust, metal dl.Bt, M!id-
mg fumes. and other things of this nature (TR. 76). Qo. 
Kilpatrick testified that chronic brmchiUs and lung fi-
brosis. either of them can be caused or aggravated by the 
inhalation of silicate dust, metal dust. wading fmnes and 
things of that nature (TR. 77). Dr. Kilpatrick teRC.1¥ 
that in the~ of the plaintiff, the pulmmm-y enJlilymra 
did aggravate the ccmdition described as angim pedmt& 
(TR. 79) . Dr. Ernest Wtlk:insoo t.estified for and cm be-
half of the plaintiff at the Industrial ConnWBon heartng 
that in his opinion the pulmonary emphysema and cbrUllc 
lung disease slowly progressed <Net' the )'al1"S and tfJat 
miployment envronment of dust and fumes was a cm:b'l:Ju.. 
ting factor and an aggravating cause <1 the ooronary In-
sufficiency (TR. 89). Dr. Willdnsm tmther talt:ined tlat 
8 
in his opinion welding fwnes. metal dust, silicate dust, 
111
_ 
fection, envirorunent did aggravate the condition ~Ti 
as pulmonary emphysema and angina pectoris (TR. 92
1 
Mr. R~-s D. Holmes, a fellow employee of plaintiff, testj. 
fed for and on behalf of the plaintiff as to the enYirorunem 
in which Mr. Vause was working for 8 years, which <nJ. 
sisted of a rxx:>rly ventilated building in which welding 
fwnes, metal dust. and silicate and sand dust were p~ 
during the working hours of the plaintiff (TR. 120). Mr. 
Holmes observed the necessity for the plaintiff to ~ 
working intermittently and go outside and get fresh air 
and observed on March the 2nd, 1963, that Mr. Vause be-
came violently ill and had to leave work; that Mr. Olsen, 
the employer, was there at the time and observed the sainp 
(TR. 120, 121, 122). Mr. William Dea.mudeen. a fellow em-
ployee of plaintiff, testified that the work perfonned by 
the plaintiff consisted of grinding upon metal which had 
considerable cement and had sand and gravel on the same 
(TR. 125). Mr. Deamudeen described in detail the ditft. 
cult working conditions and the poor ventilation in whidl 
th.ere was dust and fumes also continuously present dur· 
ing the working hours of the plaintiff (TR. 126). The 
plaintiff himself testified the grinding wheels used to grim! 
down the welding projects in which dust and fumes emittl!d 
during the working hours consisted of silicate carbide mi 
other types containing silicate that created dust and fillr!d 
the lungs of the plaintiff during his working hours (TR. 
129, 130). Plaintiff testified that he never had any heart 
problems that he was aware in his lifetime except aftB' 
working for Olsen Welding and Machine Shop CunplDY. 
that his lungs did not bother him until he commenced wort· 
9 
ITT~ for Olsen Welding & Machine Shop Qxnpany (TR. 
Ul 1:32). 
STATEMENT OF POINTS 
POINT I 
TI-IE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF lITAH ERRED 
1:\ FINDING TIIAT TIIE CLAIM OF THE PLAINTIFF 
HER£1I...;, LAURENCE VAUSE, WAS BARR.ED BY n1E 
STA TCTE OF LIMITATIONS, 35-2-48 (b) U.c.A. 1953. 
POINT II 
THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION ERRED IN FIND-
1:\G THAT PLAINTIFF'S DISABILITY IS NOT 1llE 
RESULT OF AN OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE. 
POINT ID 
TI-IE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION ERRED IN FAIL-
ING TO FIND THAT THE PLAINTIFF'S DISABll.JTY 
COMMENCED MARCH THE 2nd, 1963, AND SAID IN-
DUSTRIAL COMMISSION ERRED IN FAILING TO 
FlND ANY SPECIFIC DATE OF DISABILITY AT 
WHICH TIME THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS CX>M-
MENCED TO RUN. 
POINT IV 
THE PLAINTIFF QUAI.JFIES FOR COMPENSA-
TION UNDER (35-2-27) (27) AND (28) U.C.A 1953. 
POINT V 
INDUSTRIAL CO~ON AND THE MEDICAL 
PANEL ERRED AND FAll .ED TO COMPLY wmI 35-
2-4!9 AN!D 35-2-50 U.CA. 1953. 
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POINT VI 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION ERRED IN FAILING 
TO MAKE A FINDING AS TO WHETHER OR NOT 'l1IE 
CONDITION OF MR. VAUSE, TIIE PLAINTIFF, IS SIL. 
ICOSIS OR THE OTHER DISEASE AS IS COMPEN. 
SIBLE UNDER TIIE UT AH STATUTE UNDER 35-2-27 
(27) AND (28) U.C.A. 1953; THAT TIIE INDUSTRIAL 
COMMISSION ERRED IN FAILING TO MAKE A FIND. 
ING AS TO TIIE EXACT DATE OF TillE [)ISABil.JTY 
OF THE PLAINTIFF. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF UfAH ERREl) 
IN FINDING TI-IA T THE CLAIM OF TIIE PLAINTIFF 
H!EREIN, LAURENCE VAUSE, WAS BARRED BY THE 
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS, 35-2-48 (b) U.C.A. 1953. 
On March the 2nd, 1963, Mr. Laurence Vause was 
working for Olsen Welding & Machine Shop, and had bee! 
working fur said employer in the capacity of a welder frool 
May of 1955 to and including March the 2nd, 1963 (R. 3). 
On August the 17th, 1961, Mr. Vause visited and made an 
office call to Dr. Douglas C. Barker, complaining of a pri-
mary problem as progre;ffive inability to breathe for a.w 
three years (TR. 99). Dr. Barker saw and examined Mr. 
Vause many times subsequent to August the 17th, 1961. 
The primary problem which W'as sought to be trea'b!d was 
shortness of breath with exertion when be was WU'l<Q 
around the fumes of his welding occupation (TR. 101). 
It was not until MaToh the 2nd, 1963, tlhat Dr. Barker ex· 
11 
amined Mr. Vause by reason of severe chest pains and that 
there had been no previous complaints by Mr. Vause to 
Dr. Barker concerning chest pajns until March the 2nd, 
1963 (TR. 101). Dr. Barker was not aware of any heart 
condition of Mr. Vause until the month of February, 1963 
rTR. 103). Mr. Vause was hospitalized on February the 
22nd, 1963, and again on April the 29th, 1963, for his heart 
condition and the pain in his chest (TR. 104). On April 
24th, 1%3, Mr. Law-ence Vause filed a statement regard-
ing accident with the State Insurance FUnd of the State 
of Utah describing the date of accident as of March 1he 
2nd, 1963, and describing a lung and heart condition (R. 4). 
This application to the State Insurance F\md was made 
upon advice of the state employees that this was the place 
to file a claim for this type of disability. After a plU.onged 
period of not having heard from this Staim fuslnnce Fund 
on his application, Mr. Vause sent a letter together with a 
printed occupational disease claim of employee which 'W8S 
filed with the Industrial Comrnissioo and dated June the 
7th, 1963, and received by the Industrial Canrnission on 
June the 8th, 1963, in Which Mr. Vause described the same 
conditions and also the same information that be submitted 
to the State Insurance Fund on April the 241h, 1963; tbrt 
said letter requested the Industrial Commission to meet 
with the State Insurance F'wl.d on the matter and advise 
Mr. Vause the status thereof (R. 2, 3). On June the 18th, 
1963, the State Insurance Fund advised the Industrial 
Commission by letter that it was still investigating the awe 
and would notify the Industrial Commission of its position 
after it had completed its investigation (R. 10). 
35-2-48, U.C.A. 1953 reads as follows: 
12 
. _35-~-4~ Limitati~n - Rights barred if not filed 
within hm1ts. The nght to compensation under this 
act for disability or death from the occupational dis-
ease shall be forever barred rmless written claim . 
filed with the commission within the time as in this 
t . h . f IS sec ion erema ter provided: 
(a) If ~~e c~ai~ is made by an employe€ and 
based upon s1hcos1s it must be filed within one year 
after the cause of action arises. 
( b) If the claim is made by an employe€ baSl'd 
upon a disease other than silicosis it must be filed with. 
~ sixty days after the cause of action arises, except 
m case of benzol or its derivatives when it must be 
filed within ninety days. 
The Industrial Commi.s&on has made no finding what-
soever on the question as to whether or not the medical coo-
dition of Mr. Vause, the plaintiff, was that of silicosis in 
which subsection (a) of 35-2-48 would apply as to the 
statute of limitaions, or whether the medical condition of 
Mr. Vause was a disease other than silicosis in Which sub 
paragraph (b) of 35-2-48 would apply so far as the stat· 
ute of limitations is concerned. 
Plaintiff earnestly submits to the Court that the plain· 
tiff has complied with the statute of limitations, 35-2-48 
(a) and (b). Dr. Barker, the attending physician, testi-
fied that there were discussions and examinations of Mr. 
Vause prior to March the 2nd, 1963, concerning a lung 
condition and emphysema condition but that Mr. VaWf 
did not quit and did not terminate his work as a result 
of these conditions until March the 2nd, 1963 (TR. 111. 
112). The disability, occurring at 1Jhe time of the hsrt 
attacks, is the time for the commencement of the n.uuiJlg 
13 
of the statute of limitations. There is no question but what 
Mr. Vause, the plaintiff, had a lung condition build up and 
develop gradually during the time of his employment with 
Olsen Welding and Machine Shop, but that he was not dis-
abled until March the 2nd, 1963. The testimony of the 
medical doctors examined at the time of the hearing are 
replete with information which indicate that the breathing 
of the fumes and the dust and the dirt at the place of em-
ployment activated a condition in the lungs of Mr. Vause 
that had been building up over a period of time. Maroh the 
2nd. 1963, being the date of disability, the sixty-day period 
under 35-2-48 (b) would not expire until sixty days after 
March the 2nd, 1963, or May the 2nd, 1963. The appli-
cation was filed by the plaintiff with the Stat.e Insurance 
Fund on April the 24th, 1963, withln this sixty day period. 
35-2-12 U.C.A., 1953, reads in part as follows: 
(a) "'Disablement' means the event of becoming 
physically incapacitated by :reason of an occu-
pational disease as defined in this act fr<m per-
forming any work for :remuneration or profit. 
Silicosis, as defined in this act, when cooipli-
ca ted by active pulmonary tuberculosis, shall 
be presumed to be total disablement. 'Disa-
bility,' 'disabled,' 'total disability,' or 't.otally 
disabled' shall be synonymoos with 'disable--
ment,' but they shall have no reference to 'par-
tial permanent disability.'" 
It is clear from the above Sta.tute that the P1aintiff 
herein, Mr. Vause, was not actually "disabled" until he 
was in fact physically incapacitated by reason of the occu-
pational disease from performing any work for remunera-
tion or profit. This did not occur to Mr. Vause tm1il Mardi 
2, 1963, the date that he finally terminated from Ols!!i 
Welding and Machine Shop Company. Even though there 
was a progressive deterioration in the lungs over a {leri(){j 
of his employment with Olsen Welding and Machine Slqi 
Copmany, he was not in fact "disabled" as provided by the 
Statute until he was in fact terminated from his employ. 
ment and in fact received no remuneration from his work 
or any other source that he was entitled to under the In-
dustrial Act. The evidence is uncontroverted and undis-
puted that Mr. Vause, the Plaintiff, was not di.sabled until 
March 2, 1963. 
This Court has held in the case of Ban & Kariya am. 
pany vs. Industrial Commission, 67 Utah 301, 247 P. 490. 
that the State Insurance Fund is not itself a corporatioo 
nor any otlher legal entity; it is but a quorum of the de-
partment of machinery set up by the Workmen's Canpen. 
sation Act under the control and management of the Jn. 
dustrial Comnrumon. 
In the case of Utah Delaware Mining Company vs. 
Industrial Commission, 76 Utah 187, 289 P. 94, this Coort 
has ruled that an application for compensation filed witti 
the State Insurance Fund within the statutory period of 
one year after the accident, addressed to both the S13t.e 
Insurance Fund and to the Industrial Com.mismon setting 
forth all necessary jurisdictional facts with ttle St.ate In· 
surance FUnd, so called, and making claim far compeml· 
ti.on, this has the same effect as if it had been directly filt'd 
with the Industrial Commission or with its ~retary er 
clerk. 
It is cJea.r from the above authority, which has net 
been overruled, that the filing of the claim of the pJaUdf 
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herein with the State Insurance Fund oo April the 24th, 
1963. does oomply with 35-2-48 (b) U.C.A. 1953. The 
filing of the claim with the Industrial Commission by the 
plaintiff on June 7th, 1963, complies with 35-2-48 (a), the 
disability period beginning March the 2nd, 1963. The plain-
tiff respectfully submits to the Court that the plaintiff has 
complied with the statute of limitaions as provided for in 
~-2-48 (a) and (b) U.C.A. 1953. That the plaintiff was 
not "disabled" as defined by 35-2-12 (a) U.C.A. 1953 tmtil 
March 22, 1963. 
POINT II 
THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION ERRED IN FIND-
ING THAT PLAINTIFF'S DISABILITY IS NOT THE 
RESULT OF AN OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE. 
In the order of the Industrial Commissioo there is no 
factual information recit.ed upon which the order m! the 
~on was made and that it foond that the appli-
cant's disabilities was caused by nm-<JCCUpLtioml diEa8flR 
The plaintiff, Mr. Vause, went to work for Olsen Welding 
& Machine Company in May, 1955, and antimed bis em-
ployment to March 2, 1963 (TR. 3). In January 28, 1953. 
the plaintiff was given a medical examinatim for employ-
ment with the Wheelwright Coostructim Ocmpany fOI" 
work on the Hill Airforce Base near Ogden, U1Bh (TR. 
3, 5). The physical examination reportEd the hmgs and 
heart of Mr. Vause to be in good cmditim and 'that be 
could work around dust, fumes, smoke or gases, and the 
only impairment being a potential bilateral hernia. 111e 
report specifically stares his lungs to be clear and in good 
condition (R. 5, 6, 7). Dr. Barker first saw Mr. V&Ull!t, 
the plaintiff, on August 17, 1961. Dr. Barker st.at.es that 
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on that date, August 17, 1961, Mr. Vause had considerable 
symptomatology so far as pulmonary emphysema was con. 
cer?led; that the first time Dr. Barker was aware of an 
heart condition was in February, 1963 (TR. 103). Th~ 
symptomatology for pulmonary emphysema was after Mr 
Vause had worked for Olson Welding & Machine Com-
pany for five years. The heart condition of Mr. Va~ 
was not apparent until just prior to the time Mr. Va~ 
terminated with Olson Welding & Machine Shop Company 
on March 2, 1963. Dr. Barker testified that in his opinion, 
within the realm of reasonable medical probability that 
pulmonary emphysema would contribute to or aggravate 
the condition diagnosed as angina pectoris (TR. 106). Dr. 
Barker states that it is even ~ible pulmonary emphy-
sema can produce angina} pain in and of itself, with under-
lying sclerotic heart disease, it aggravates it, and it can 
produce angina pectoris in and of itself (TR. 106). Dr. 
Barker was asked to give his opinoin on whether or not 
the environment in which Mr. Vause, the plaintiff, was 
working for Olson Welding & Machine Company for ap-
proximately eight years, would either cause or aggravate 
pulmonary emphysema. Dr. Barker testified that in his 
opinion such an environment would either cause or aggra· 
vate pulmonary emphysema (TR. 107, 108). Dr. Barker 
further testified that pulmonary emphysema and angina 
pectoris are both disabling conditions so far as the weld-
ing trade and occupation of Mr. Vause, the plaintiff. He 
further testified that there was a relationship between the 
pulmonary emphysema and the angina pectoris (109). 
Dr. Elmer M. Kilpatrick, one of the medical panel experts, 
stated that one cannot entirely divorce the respiration sys-
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tern from the circulatory system because they work U>-
gether as a lU1it to produce the necessary ingress and egress 
of air, diffusion of gases, circulation of blood, diffusion of 
\\Rste product gases and so forth (TR. 61). Dr. Kilpatrick 
further states that it is difficult to figure out exactly the 
percentage attributable to each diagnosis in the case of 
Mr. Vause, that is pulmonary emphysema and the angina 
•)ecioris (TR. 61). Dr. Kilpatrick further testified that it ,. 
is very likely that Mr. Vause, the plaintiff, would not dwell 
on the infections he had had, which would be the infectiOllS 
in the llU1gs developing pulmonary emphysema (TR. 62). 
Dr. Kilpatrick states that things like dust, field dust, house 
dust, chemical and physical agents, car exhaust ftunes, bud 
fumes, paints, various things in the category of inhalen1s 
aggravate an inherent sensitive respiratory condition. He 
further states that they know these chemicals and physi-
cal irritants can be an aggravator to the end product Oil 
this bronchial condition (TR. 63). It is very apparent in 
reading the testimony of Dr. Kilpatrick that he and ttle 
medical panel, in their deliberations on the plaintiff, were 
considering only the environment in which Mr. Vause, the 
plaintiff, was welding as a producer or an orig1nal cause, 
and did not consider in their medical findings the environ-
ment and working conditions as an aggravating condition 
for any pre-existing condition. On page 64 of the t;ran. 
script Dr. Kilpatrick talks about "the actual work exposure 
?or a producer of chronic bronchitis". Dr. Kilpatrick did 
admit that he and the medical panel found 
"we concluded that of coUTSe he had some inita.~ 
seizures of welding smoke, but the overall comparisorl 
of this single feature, compares to all other things to 
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which he was subject to in his living, infections, dail 
exposure to fumes, smokes, irritants-that we co.} 
, not come to a real percentage disability of his w -1 
.caused relationship." (TR. 65). o.:._ 
There is no evidence before the Court or before the 
Industrial Commission that Mr. Vause was in any environ-
ment outside his employment so far as fumes, smokes, or 
irritants are concerned. This is clearly an assumption by 
the medical panel that is not based upon fact on the l'l'C· 
ord. At the time of the hearing of the medical panel 00 
both occasions, the medical panel did not have the ha;pital 
records of Mr. Vause before them (TR. 71). At the~ 
of the deliberations of the medical panel they had not ex-
amined the premises and did not in fact know the physical 
condition and environment in which the plaintiff, Mr. VaUS!, 
had been working (TR. 71, 72). Dr. Kilpatrick admits the 
pulmonary emphysema is a disabling disease and can be 
a totally disabling disease (TR. 74). Dr. Kilpatrick stat.es 
that a disease such as pulmonary emphysema becomes <lis-
aJbling as a matter of degree and dependent on the persoo's 
own motivation to work (TR. 75). Dr. Kilpatrick state! 
that pulmonary emphysema can either be caused or aggra-
vated by the inhalation of silica dust, metal dust, welding 
fumes, and other tirings of this nature (TR. 76). Dr. Kil· 
pa.trick fu.r1her states that chronic bronchitis and lung fi. 
brosis, either of them, can be caused or aggravated by ~ 
inhalation of silicate dust, metal dust, welding fumes am 
things of that nature (TR. 77}. Dr. Kilpatrick further 
states that in his opinion inthe case of Mr. Vause, the plajn-
tiff, the puhnonaTY emphysema did aggavate the cooditiCll 
described as angina pectoris in the case of Mr. Vause (TR. 
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79) . According to the records of the medical panel and 
Dr. Kilpatrick, Mr. Vause became disabled in the medical 
panel's opinion on March the 2nd, 1963 (TR. 82). 
Dr. Ernest Wilkinson first examined Mr. Vause, the 
plaintiff, on January the 19th, 1960; at that time a physi-
cal examination made by Dr. Wilkinson did not disclose any 
abnormal or unusual condition about the heart of the plain-
tiff. Mr. Vause (TR. 87, 88). Dr. Wilkinson further testi-
fied that the examination showed that the vital 11.lflg ca-
pacity of Mr. Vause, the plaintiff, was only 70% of the 
average normal at time of his examination. In the opinion 
af VT. Wilkinson he states that the reduction in the oxy-
gen content of the blood as a result of the bronchial and 
pulmonary emphysema condition of Mr. Vause that the 
heart is overworked and in an attempt to get additional 
oxygen and this can aggravate the llllderlined corooery 
disease (TR. 88, 89). In the opinion of Dr. Wilkinaxl the 
pulmonary emphysema and chronic It.mg disease slowly 
progressed over the years and that this was a contributing 
factor and an aggravating cause of the coronary insuffi-
ciency (TR. 89). Dr. Wilkinson further testified in his 
opinion the welding fumes, met.al dust, silicate dust, infec.. 
tion envirorunent did aggravate the condition known as 
pulmonary emphyesma and angina pectmis (TR. 92). Mr. 
Ross D. Holmes, a fellow employee, testified for and in be-
half of the plaintiff, Mr. Vause, as to the environment in 
which Mr. Vause was working for 8 years consisting of a 
poorly ventilated building in which welding fumes, metal 
dust, and silicate and sand dust were present during the 
working hours of Mr. Vause (TR. 120) Mr. Holmes ol>-
served the necessity for Mr. Vause, the plaintiff, 1D stq> 
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work intermittently and go out.side to get fresh air and 
did in fact observe that on March the 2nd 1963 Mi· v 
• • · aUSe 
became violently ill while working in the welding shop for 
Olsen Welding and Machine Shop Company, at which time 
he was strkken with a severe pain and left the shop; that 
Mr. Olsen, the employer, was there at that time and ob-
served the same (TR. 120, 121, 122). Mr. William Deamu-
deen, a fellow employee of Mr. Vause, the plaintiff, test:ifioo 
that work that Mr. Vause performed for Olsen Welding and 
Machine Shop Co., consisted of grinding wells upon met.al 
which had considerable cement on it w'hich consist.ed of sand 
and gravel (TR. 125). Mr. 'Deamudeen, a fellow employee, 
described in detail the difficult working conditions and the 
poor ventilation in which there was dust and fumes almost 
continuously present during the working hours of the plain-
tiff, Mr. Vause (TR. 126) . Mr. Vause himself testified that 
the grinding wheels used to grind down the wells in which 
the dust and the fumes emitted during the working hours 
consisted of silicate carbide and other types containing sili-
cate that created dust that filled the lungs of Mr. Vause dur-
ing his working hours (TR. 129, 130). The plaintiff testifil'd 
that he never had any heart problems that he was aware of 
in his lifetime except after working for Olsen Welding and 
Machine Shop Company, and that his lungs did not bother 
him until after he commenced working for Olsen Welding 
and Machine Shop Company (TR. 131, 132). 
In the J."e(!ent case of American Mud & Chemical Co. 
and American Surety Co. vs. Industrial Commission, Feb. 9, 
1965, 398 P.2d 889, this Court construed 35-2-48 (a) in a 
case of silicosis and ruled as follows: 
"2. That claimant knew earlier that he had sili<nD. 
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did not establish as matter of law that he knew 
he had a compensable disease, for purpose of com-
puting limitations on claim." 
"l. Total disability from occupational disease, for pW"-
pose of computing limitations unclaimed, refers to 
disability effecting claimants ability to perform any 
work with which to support himself and depend-
ents; in each case affect a physical injury or illness 
differs according to abilities of applicant and stat-
ute should not be construed so as to penalize in-
dependent or versatile worker." 
The facts of the case presently before the Court are 
clear that the plaintiff, Mr. Laurence Vause, did not dis-
continue his work when he first found that he had pulmo-
nary emphysema, but continued on working up to the point 
where he could work no longer; and oertainly he should not 
be penalized for his continuing to work when he was once 
told by his doctor that he had pulmonary emphysema In 
spite of this condition, Mr. Vause continued to work to the 
point where he became totally disalbled. Plaintiff submiU 
that he should not be penalized by his ability and desire 1X> 
continue working even though he ·had the physical condi-
tion. As the Court pointed in the above case of American 
Mud & Chemical Co. vs. Industrial Commission, Mr. Vause 
should not be penaliz.ed for his continuance oo the job and 
the important rehabilitation features of the Workmen's 
Compensation Law should be fw1:h.ered and enrouraged, 
not discouraged. 
In the instant case, as in the case of American Mud&: 
Chemical Co. vs. Industrial Commission, there is no medi-
cal opinion that Mr. Vause was wtally disabJed wltil abcut 
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March 2, 1965, and he was terminated from Olsen Wefd., 
ing & Machine Shop Company. 
Plaintiff earnestly subntits that the facts and the law 
are undisputed that plaintiff's lOO~c disability is a result 
of an occupational disease to which plaintiff is entitled to 
compensation. 
POINT ID 
THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION ERRED IN FAIL-
ING TO FIND TIIAT THE PLAINTIFF'S DISABILlTY 
COMMENCED MARCH TIIE 2nd, 1963, AND SAID IN-
DUSTRIAL COMMISSION ERRED IN FAILING ro 
FIND ANY SPECIFIC DA TE OF DISABILITY AT 
WHICH TIME TIIE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS COM. 
MENCED TO RUN. 
In its final order dated February the 26th, 1965, ttie 
Industrial Commission failed to find the specific date of 
disability of the plaintiff. It recites specific dates at wbidt 
time the plaintiff allegedly knew and was informed that 
he had pulmonary emphysema. It makes no exp.l"e9) find-
ing whatsoever as to the date of the cause of action ci. 
the plaintiff herein first accrued in order that we can de-
t.ermine how the Industrial Commission reasoned as to its 
finding that the claim was barred by the statute <i liJni-
t.ations. The evidence· is clear to the effect that the dis-
ease pulmonary emphysema did not reach a ~ 
stage until the heart attack that occurred at and near 
March the 2nd, 1963. The plaintiff continued to work oo 
his job during this period of time up to March the 2m. 
1963, excep1l for one week's hospitalization during ~ 
month of February, 1963. 
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In the case of St.ate Insuranoe F\md vs. Industrial 
eommi~ion of Utah, 1949, 209 P. 2d 558, this Court ~ 
ru~ in some detail the question of the statute of funi-
tations under the 1943 version of 3.5-2-48 U.C.A., 1953, 
which is identical to the 1943 statute Section 42-la-49, U. 
C.A. 1943. In that case the Court found that the appli-
cant's disease was neither silicosis nor benzol or its deiiva-
tives and that the statute of limitations was the 60-day 
period after the cause of action arose. In that case the 
applicant was a welder who had been continuously exposed 
to harmful fumes for the past five or six years in which 
he has suffered shortness of breath from exposure which 
had progressively become worse. In that case the appli-
cant laid off work on February the 8th, was advised by 
his doctor on July 28, that his disability was total and per-
manent, was the result of his employment exposure and 
compensable under the act. On August the 2nd, the ap-
pllrant in that case filed his claim with the commislli<m. 
The Supreme Court in the above case, 209 P. 2d, at page 
560, states as follows: 
''The Cause of action arises in this kind of case when 
the employee suffered compensable disability \lllder 
the act and could by a reru;ona.bly diligmce ascertain 
that his disability was employment ca.use aDi by i1s 
nature compensable." 
In the above case the Supreme Coort ruled the facts 
before the commission were insufficient to det:errrllne when 
the cause of action arose, the award was set aside and the 
matter was remanded to the Industrial Cunmissim for 
further action. 
Plaintiff earnestly submits to the Com1: that the eYi-
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dence before the Court is sufficient to determine that the 
cause of action arose March the 2nd, 1963; that the Indus. 
trial Commission failed to find this as the disability date 
or any other disability date. The plaintiff in this matter 
continued to work, and was not in fact disabled even though 
he had a progres&ve pulmonary emphysema condition un-
til approximately March the 2nd, 1963. The employer in 
this case did not refuse to pay the money until after the 
plaintiff herein was terminated from his employment and 
until after application was made by the plaintiff to the In-
dustrial Commission. So under the ruling of the St.ate Insur-
ance Fund vs. Industrial Commission, 209 P. 2nd 558, 1963, 
Mr. Vause was not disabled until March 2, 1963; the date 
he was terminated from his employment, which date is 
within the sixty-day period of the statute of limitations 
and certainly within the one-year period of statute <i 
limitations Plaintiff submits the cause of action under 
the above authority does not commence until there is a 
disability, him being unable to work, and a duty there aris-
ing upon the employer to pay the compensation as requiml 
by law. This did not occur in the instant case before the 
Court until about March the 2nd, 1963. The employer did 
not discontinue payments as an employee until about that 
date. That under 35-2-12 (a) U.C.A., 1953, plaintiff was 
not "disabled" untl March 2, 1963. 
POINT IV 
THIE PLAINTIFF QUALIFIES FOR COMPENSA· 
TION UNDER (35-2-27) (27) AND (28) U.C.A 1953. 
reads · pa.rt follows· 35-2-27, U.C.A., 1953, m as · 
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35-2-27. Occupational diseases. For the purposes 
of this act only the diseases enlHilerated in this Sec-
t ion shall be deemed to be the occupational diseases; 
127 ) silicosis 
( 28) Such other diseases or injuries to health which 
directly arise as a natural incident of the exposure oc-
casioned by the employment, provided however, that 
such a disease or injury to health shall be compensable 
only in those instances where it is shown by the em-
ployee or his dependents that all of the following 
named circumstances were present: ( 1) a direct 
causal connection between the conditions under which 
the work is performed and the disease or injury tu 
health; (2) the disease or injury to health can be 
seen to have followed as a natural incident of the work 
as a result of the exposure occasioned by the employ-
ment ( 3) the disease or injury to health can be 
fairly traced to the employment as to the proximate 
cause; (4) the disease or injury to health is not of 
a character to which the employee may have had sub-
stantial exposure outside of the employment; (5) the 
disease or injury to health is incidental to the charac-
ter of the business and not independent of the relation 
of the employer and employee; and ( 6) the disease or 
injury to health must appear to have had its origin in 
a risk connected with the employment and to have 
flowed from that SOl1l'Ce as a natural oonsequence, 
though it need not have been foreseen or expected be--
fore discovery. No disease or injury to health shall 
be found compensable where it is of a character to 
which the general public is commonly exposed 
35-2-28, U.C.A., 1953. "silicosis defined. 
For the purpose of this act "silicosis" is defined 
as a chronic disease of the lungs caused by the pro-
longed inhalation of silicon dioxide dust (Si02) char-
acterized by small discrete nodules of fibrous tissue 
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similarly disseminated throughout both lungs, aiUSillg 
a characeristic X-ray pattern , and by variable clini 
cal manifesations. · 
Plaintiff respectfully submits to the Court that the 
grinding material used in the welding occupation of the 
plaintiff, Mr. Vause, contained silicon dioxide dust, as~ 
as other materials. That in addition to the silicon dioxide 
dust there was metal dust, and other fumes caused from 
the welding operation (TR. 125, 126, 129, 130). The med. 
ica1 panel in its report to the Industrial Commission did not 
define whether or not the condition of Mr. Vause was sfil. 
cosis, apparently for the reason that they erroneonsly <m-
cluded the disability was from non-industrial causes (TR. 
30) . There is not evidence to controvert and there is sub-
stantial and a preponderance of the evidence to prove that 
silicon dioxide was a part of the dust and fumes in the 
envirorunent which would qualify the condition lmown ~ 
"silicosis" under the above statute. 
In the case of Svoboda vs. Mandler, 275 N. W. 599, 
Nebraska, holds that the whole t.erm of the disease siliooiis 
covers most metallic and mineral particles and describes 
them as "Tneumoconiosis". In the case of Brown vs. St. 
Joseph Lead Co., 887 P. 2nd 1000, 60 Idaho 49, the Coort 
there ruled that silicosis defined as Tneumoconiosis is due 
to the inhalation of the dust of stone, sand or flint It fur· 
ther stat.es that Tneumoconiosis is a lung disease attended 
by fibroid induration and pigmentation. In the cased. 
Mercatant vs. Michigan Steel Casting Company, 1948 Midi· 
igan, 31 N. W. 2nd, 712, the Court held a claimant who was 
totally disabled from silicosis was properly awarded COOi· 
pensation for disability due to Tneumoconiasis, caused by 
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rutting. crushing, grinding or polishing metal on ground 
that term "Tneumoconiosis" as used in the Workmen's 
compensation Act, and included "silicosis" as against em-
ployers contentions that silicosis is not compensable unl~ 
contracted in mining. The Utah act, 35-2-28, U.C.A., 1953, 
defines a condition that appears to be compatible in line 
with the medical condition as described by the doctors in 
this ca._~. 
In the case of Specific Employers Insurance Company 
vs. Industrial Commission, 108 Utah 123, 157 Pacific 2nd 
800. this Court held that 35-2-28, U.C.A., 1953, applied to 
a case of siliico-tuberculosis contracted from exposure to 
silicon dioxide dust. In the case of Ut.ah Carbon OJel 
Company vs. Industrial Commission, 104 Utah 567, 140 
Pacific 2nd 469, the Supreme Court ruled that there was 
ample evidence to support the commission in its finding 
that there was silicosis and the symptoms of silicosis wi1h 
super imposed tuberculosis. Plaintiff respectfully submi1B 
the same factual situation is here and that there is ample 
evidence and a preponderance of the evidence that the ooo-
dition of Mr. Vause, the plaintiff, is and does qualified lDl-
der 35-2-28, U.C.A., 1953, as silicosis. 
35-2-29, U.C.A., 1953, states as follows: 
"In case of disaJbility or death from silioosis amptica1Ed 
with tuberculosis of the ltmgS, cmnpematim sllall be 
payable as for disability or death fnxn uncomplicated 
silicosis. In case of disability or death from silicosis 
when complicated with any disease other than pulmo-
nary tuberculosis, compensa:tion shall be :redueed as 
provided in Section 35-2-50." 
Plaintiff further testified that he was in the hoepi1Bl 
in March, 1963, he coughed up out of his lungs fore!gn ma-
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terials that looked like rust and black dirt (TR. 135). 
Plaintiff 1:estified that prior to the time that he went to 
work for Olsen Welding & Machine Shop Company he did 
not have any similar dust environment that he had while 
working for Olsen Welding & Machine Shop Company (TR. 
135). Mr. Vause, the plaintiff, testified that the dust that 
he breathed while on the job for Olsen Welding and Ma. 
chine Shop Company consisted of cast iron and silicate 
dust from the grinding materials (TR. 138). The exhibi~ 
in the form of photographs in the transcript at page 139 
and 140 illustrate the poor working conditions and the poor 
ventilating conditions under which Mr. Vause worked fcJo 
Olsen Welding & Machine Shop Company. IDr. Barke-
submitted his medical reports illustrating and d~bing 
the emphysema, bronchitis and bronchial asthma devel~ 
secondary to inhalation to fumes from electric welder (TR. 
142, 143, 144). 
Plaintiff respectfully submits to the Court that the evi-
dence before the Industrial Co.rnntlsmon and before this 
Court is uncontroverted both medically and otherwise that 
the environment and working conditions while working fir 
Olsen Welding and Machine Shop Company did in fact 
aggravate and produce the disability that is now bef<n 
this Court; that this disability occurred and came t.o ht1ed 
on March the 2nd, 1963 That there is no evidence t.o COO· 
trovert the fact that the disability is directly related to the 
work of the plaintiff for Olsen Welding & Machine Shql 
Company. 
In the case of Silver King Coalition Mine vs. IndlSrial 
Commis&on, Utah 1954, 268 Pacific 2nd 689, this Court 
rules as follows: 
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"Workmens' compensation act should be liberally 
construed in favor of the employee or his dependents." 
"Occupational disease act provisions governing re-
covery for silico tuberculosis were intended as a guide 
rctther than his hard and fast rules that must be met 
before recovery can be had, and award may be made 
even though disease does not conform to text book de-
scription." 
"In proceedings for benefits, under occupational 
disease act, for death of workmen, evidence was suffi-
cient to sustain finding that cause of death was sill~ 
tuberculosis, even though X-ray examinations did not 
reveal characteristic silicotic pattern." 
From the above authorities and from the factual evi.-
denre in the transcript before this Court, the plaintiff re-
spectfully submits the condition of the plaintiff, Mr. Vause, 
is that of silicosis and that he is entitled to compensatim 
as a result thereof. 
The plaintiff qualifies under 35-2-27 (28) U.C.A., 1953 
for compensation. In the event it is finally determined by 
this Court or the Industrial Commission that the oorutitiul 
of Mr. Vause, the plaintiff, was not caused by ''silicosis" 
as defined by the statute, then certainly the plaintiff quali-
fies under 35-2-27 (28) U.C.A., 1953. In the case of State 
Insurance Fund vs. Industrial Commission, Ut.ah 1949, 209 
Pacific 2nd 558, it was detennined that the welding profes-
sion of the applicant in that case was not that of silioosis 
but that of some other condition which is covered by 35-2-
27 (28) U.C.A., 1953. The evidence certainly preponderat.es 
in favor of the plaintiff herein and is actually tmcon~ 
verted that his physical condition is as a result of his em-
ployment. The medical ,panel and the Industrial Cmmrl&-
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sion has not determined or made any finding as to whether 
or not this condition is "silicosis" or"such other diseases" 
under the above statute. That it is the duty and I'eSpoo. 
sibility of the Industrial Commission and the medical paJJei 
to make such a finding. 
POINT V 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION AND THE MEDICAL 
PANEL ERRED AND FAILED TO COMPLY WITH 35-
2-29 AN1D 35-2-50 U.C.A. 1953. 
35-2-29, U.C.A. ,1953, states as follows: 
"In case of disability or death from silioosis compliaitt>d 
with tuberculosis of the lungs, compensation shall re 
payable as for dsability or death from uncomplica.ftid 
silirosis. In case of disability or death from silicosis 
when complicated with any disease other than pulmo-
nary tuberculosis, compensation shall be reduood ~ 
provided in section 35-2-50." 
35-2-50, U.C.A., 1953, reads as follows: 
"Where an occupational disease is aggravated by any 
other disease or infirmity not itself compensable, or 
wlhere disability or death from any other cause not 
itself compensable is aggravated, prolonged, acceler· 
ated or in any wise contributed to by an occupational 
disease, the compensation payable under this act shall 
be reduced and limited to such proportion only of the 
compensation that would be payable if the occupational 
disease were the sole cause of the disability or death, 
as such occupational disease as a causative factor bearS 
to all the causes of such disability or death." 
It is clear from the a:bove statutes that it is 1be duty 
and responsibility of the medical panel and the In~ 
Commission from the testimony of the medical doctors m 
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the transcript, and in particular the testimony of Dr. Kil-
patrick prove that the requirements of 35-2-29 and 35-2-50, 
u.c.A., 1953, are present in the case now pending for this 
court. Dr. Kilpatrick testified in referring to the medical 
panel that "we felt that his disability was due to these com-
bined diseases. It was difficult to put a pereentage basis 
on each single item of his diagnosis" (TR. 58). He further 
states that it is very difficult to divorce the respiration sys-
t.em from the circulatory system that it is difficult to fig-
ure out exactly the percentage attributaJble to each d.iag-
nc&5 (TR. 61). 
It is clear from the testimony of Dr. Kilpatrick for 
the medical panel and the Industrial Commission that it 
was neces.sary for the medical panel to comply with 1he 
above statute; but by reason of the alleged difficulty in do-
ing so, they failed to do so. But llllder all the evidence 
the plaintiff is entitled to such a finding and that a finding 
will support his industr:ial.ly caused disability to which the 
plaintiff is entitled to compensation. Plaintiff respectfully 
submits that the medical evidence now before this Court 
justifies and preponderates in favor of Mr. Vause, the plmn-
tiff, for an award of compensation for the 1ot.a1 disability 
he now has sustained. 
POINT VI 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION ERRED IN FAil..ING 
TO MAKE A FINDING AS TO WHE1'HER OR NCYr THE 
CONDITION OF MR. VAUSE, THE PLAINTIFF, IS SIL-
ICOSIS OR THE OTHER DISEASE AS IS OOMPEN-
SIBLE UNDER THE UTAH STATUTE UNDER 35-2-27 
(27) AND (28) U.C.A. 1953; THAT THE INDUSTRIAL 
.... 
I 
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COMMISSION ERRED IN FAILING TO MAKE A FIND. , 
ING AS TO THE EXACT DATE OF THE DISABILITY 
OF THE PLAINTIFF. 
Plaintiff respectfully submits to the Court that there 
is a duty upon the Industrial Commission to make a spe. 
cific finding, by a preponderance of the evidence herein, 
that the occupational disease contracted by the plaintiff is 
silicosis or some other disease as complies with 35-2-27 
(28) U.C.A., 1953. That the evidence clearly preponderates 
to the benefit of the plaintiff herein as described in points 
I through V herein above stated. That it is incumbent and 
the duty upon the Industrial Conunissioo. to find by a pre.. 
ponderance of the evidence that the exact date of the 
disability of the plaintiff was March the 2nd, 1963; that 
the Industrial Commission. erroneously failed to make a 
finding as to the exact date of the disability of the plain-
tiff. 
CONCLUSION 
Plaintiff respectfully contends and asserts that the 
claim of the plaintiff herein, Laurence Vause, was timely 
filed with the Industrial Commis.5ioo. as required by ~2· 
48 (a) and (b) U.C.A., 1953. That the service of the claim 
and filing of the complaint with the State Insurance Fund 
on April 24, 1963, was in fact and did comply with the above 
statute for the filing of a claim with the Industrial Cool· 
mission and that said filing was within the Statute of Llmi· 
tations under all circumstances. That the disablement re-
quired under 35-2-12 (a), U.C.A., 1953, did not comm~ 
until March 2nd, 1963. The Industrial Commission erred 
in finding the plaintiff's disability is not the result of .an 
occupational disease. The uncontroverted evidence, whidi 
l 
I 
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clearly preponderates in the plaintiff's favor herein, is to 
the effect that the 100% disability of the plaintiff is a re-
ult of the occupational disease under 35-2-48 (a) and (b), 
lJ.C.A., 1953. Plaintiff is entitled to compensation as a 
result of his 100% disability. That the Industrial Com-
mission erred in failing to find plaintiff's disability com-
menced on March the 2nd, 1963, and in fact ered in fail-
ing to find any specific date of disability which should sub-
stantiate its claim that the Statute of Limitations bars the 
action of Mr. Vause. 
The evidence before the Industrial Commission and 
before the Court is uncontroverted, both medically and 
otherwise, that the employment and environment and work-
ing conditi0111S of Mr. Vause in the Olsen Welding & Ma-
chine Shop Company premises did in fact aggravate and 
produce the disability now before this Court, and that the 
disability did occur on March the 2nd, 1963. That there 
is no evidence to controvert such a finding and ruling. That 
the evidence is clearly preponderating in favor of the plain-
tiff that the disease he received is that of "silirosis" or 
if not silicosis then an occupational disease as provided for 
in 35-2-27 (28) U.C.A., 1953. The Industrial Commissioo 
erred in finding from a clear preponderance of the evi-
dence, to comply with 35-2-29, U.C.A., 1053, and 35-2-50, 
U.C.A., 1953, which requires compensation for aggravated 
conditions and for a separation, if any, of unoomperisable 
disability from compensable disaibility. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Thomas S. Taylor, for 
CHRISTENSEN, PAULSON and TAYLOR 
Attorneys for Plallltiff 
